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Abstract
T his study investigates the effects of a doodle-book program intervention on creative
imagination and divergent thinking on figural material of 4- to 6-year-old children. A total
of 67 children participated in the intervention, using a program entitled Creative Doodle:
The Adventures of Dragonfly Grazka, and 61 children formed the control group.
Figural creativity tests (Franck Drawing Completion T est and T orrance T ests of Creative
T hinking) were used in pretest and posttest measurement. T he intervention was found
to be effective in developing participantsâ€™ imagination and their fluency and originality
of thinking.
Results are discussed in the context of possibilities and limitations of the stimulation of
creative abilities, especially in early childhood, as well as the advantages of doodle-books
as creativity-enhancing methods among children.

Highlights
â–º Shows an innovative way of development children's creativity â€“ using doodle-book
program as creativity training. â–º Evaluates the possibility of enhancement 4â€“6 years
old children figural creativity using such program. â–º Shows effectiveness in
development of creative imagination and divergent thinking on figural material.
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